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Proposal for a Major and a Minor in Health Care Information Technology 
 
1. Narrative 

a. Context for Addition of New Program 
 
Background 
 In late 2008, the academic vice-president’s office called for proposals for “seed-
money” grants for innovative ideas from the faculty. One result of this program was 
recognition of the potential of the computer science program reaching out to the medical 
community for collaborative opportunities. In the same time frame, the Cleveland Clinic 
wanted to expand its outreach to the regional institutions of higher education. Through a 
solid computer science program and serendipitous good fortune, four John Carroll 
graduates, three from the computer science program, worked in one of the areas that was 
leading the way on the outreach program. 
 Roseann Spitznagel ‘95, JCU computer science major and software development 
manager at the Cleveland Clinic, and JCU computer science professor, Dr. Daniel Palmer 
began conversations in early 2009 that have led to this proposal. One primary focus of 
these conversations, which expanded to include the other JCU alumni, was the difference 
in the experiences of Jim Wetzel ’01 (a JCU computer science major) between his 
starting work at National City Bank versus his, later, starting work at the Cleveland 
Clinic.  Specifically, we spoke at length as to how the John Carroll CS program could 
have better prepared him for the environment and circumstances he faced developing 
software in a healthcare institution for physicians. 
 In mid-2010, after piloting a few courses that would eventually become part of 
this proposal, interim Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences, Dr. Beth Martin, 
approved a Healthcare Information Technology track within the Computer Science 
major. This paved the way for a pilot of the internship program in the Spring semester of 
2012. 
 The conversation grew and more administrators on both sides became interested 
and involved in the program culminating in a signed Memorandum Of Understanding 
(MOU) between the Cleveland Clinic and John Carroll University.  The document 
(officially titled “Collaborative Agreement Between John Carroll University and The 
Cleveland Clinic Foundation for a Health Care Information Technology Program”) went 
through several iterations, and required much legal scrutiny on both sides, but was 
eventually approved and signed by both parties as of August 2012. 
 The signing of this document opened the way for piloting many aspects of the 
agreement including official internships for John Carroll computer science majors with 
Cleveland Clinic software developers, a semester-long Grauel fellowship for Dr. Daniel 
Palmer at the Imaging Institute, and development of courses using Clinic resources and 
personnel.  The most significant result of the signing of the document resulted in a high-
level meeting between John Carroll University and Cleveland Clinic administrators, 
including Dean of Arts and Science, Dr. Jeanne Colleran, and Thomas Masaryk, MD, 
Chairman of the Department of Diagnostic Radiology. The parties discussed the future of 
the partnership and plans for the program.  The many courses piloted for the program 
between 2009 and 2012 could now be officially developed and incorporated into a 
proposal for a new major. 



 During 2013, the ties between the partnering organizations grew stronger, with 
Dr. Palmer doing collaborative research with Dr. David Piraino, MD of the Cleveland 
Clinic, Mike Ciancibello ‘14 doing an internship in the Spring of 2013 with Jim Wetzel, a 
team of John Carroll CS majors developing a radiology tool in their Software 
Engineering class for the Imaging Institute, and preparations are being made for sending 
two John Carroll students to the Clinic for internships in the Spring of 2014. It is within 
this productive, collaborative environment that we propose this Healthcare Information 
Technology program. 
 
Justification for Program 
 At HealthBeat 2013, Dr. David Levin, MD, Chief Medical Operations Officer at 
the Cleveland Clinic said, “Everyday I go to work in healthcare and then return home to 
live in the 21st century.”  His comments refer to the lag in adopting emerging 
technologies in the medical field.  Governmental incentives, patient expectations, and an 
overwhelming need to drive down healthcare costs are changing the landscape and are 
ushering in a “new age of healthcare.”   The coming changes to the field, spurred on by 
now embracing advances in mobile communications, electronic medical records, analysis 
of large healthcare datasets, and increasing connectivity, will transform the industry in 
ways that make our current understanding of medicine and its delivery antiquated.  Levin 
says that the changes “…will come in three ‘P’s: personalized, population-based, and 
pervasive.” All three changes rely on information technology, requiring more students 
with more knowledge in this area.  
 Reaching the same conclusion from a different direction, Thomas Masaryk, MD, 
makes a strong statement about education: “If I were a pre-med undergraduate, there is 
nothing I could do that would make me a more valuable applicant to a medical school 
today than to graduate from a program like one proposed by John Carroll University.”  
He refers to the growing interconnectedness of the healthcare field and information 
technology that leads to the growing importance of technologically savvy medical 
professionals.   
 Dr. Madhu Sasidahr, of the Cleveland Clinic’s Pulmonary Intensive Care Unit, is 
such a doctor. He writes software to support the medical monitoring of patients in the 
ICU. The software requires specialized knowledge from both fields and only a small 
number of medical doctors possess the knowledge.  More future physicians will need this 
kind of background to excel in the next generation of healthcare delivery.  
 Healthcare constitutes the area of excellence, growth, and reputation in Northeast 
Ohio.  The opening of the Global Center for Health Innovations at the new Cleveland 
Convention Center only multiplies the already wonderful healthcare environment 
established here by the Cleveland Clinic, University Hospitals, and MetroHealth Medical 
Centers.  Graduates from our computer science program have successful careers at all 
three of these institutions. They continue to spread John Carroll’s reputation for 
providing an excellent foundation in software development to our graduates.  
 However, because of the requirements unique to the field of healthcare IT, these 
graduates spend their first year to a year and a half acclimating themselves to the 
healthcare environment. Even just learning the fundamental vocabulary for the field takes 
time and constitutes unnecessary obstacles. To be sure, our students, and others prepared 
in software development techniques, can successfully bridge this gap – and many have.  



We justify this program as follows: 
It will:  

… provide our students a means for reducing the healthcare acclimation period. 
… tailor our students to the premier field in our area. 
… reduce “brain drain” in our region. 
… establish and build a closer partnership with the Healthcare community in 

general and, initially, with the Cleveland Clinic specifically. 
… attract students to John Carroll who are interested in this field 
… enhance John Carroll’s reputation in the region. 
… infuse the local healthcare IT community with John Carroll graduates and 

establish professional relationships between JCU and those organizations 
 
Programs at Other Institutions 
 If John Carroll moves forward with this proposal for an undergraduate major in 
computer science focused on preparing our students for software development in the 
healthcare environment, we will be something of a trailblazer.  Dr. Linda Seiter recently 
attended an NSF-sponsored event on computational education.  She reports that “ there 
seems to be a growing interest among universities in developing health care degrees.”  If 
approved, our program will go live in Fall of this year – with three years of experience to 
build on.  
 
 We have found institutions offering graduate programs at this confluence of fields 
and we have found other institutions offering post-baccalaureate certificate programs in 
this area, but when we limit the search specifically to undergraduate programs in 
healthcare IT and computer science, ours is the first result. 
 
University of New York at Stony Brook offers several undergraduate degrees in Health 
Sciences, one of which is in Laboratory Information Systems.  This program is designed 
for students who want to manage the IT infrastructure at laboratories. 
link to program 
 
Boston University has a graduate certificate in Software Engineering in Healthcare 
Systems. 
link to program 
 
University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee has a Master’s program in Healthcare Informatics. 
link to program 
 
Case Western Reserve University also has a graduate program in the Center for Clinical 
Investigation dealing with Bioinformatics.  Dr. GQ Zhang, division chief for the Medical 
Informatics Division, who administers and teaches in this program has said that our 
program at John Carroll would be a good pathway into this program.  We have discussed 
ways to align the programs for the benefit of future students. 
Link to GQ Zhang's website 
 



University of Texas at Austin has a graduate program in Healthcare IT, including 
certificate programs.  This program has connections with Corepoint Health, a Texas 
company that is providing JCU with online HCIT courses for our students. 
Link to program 
 
The AMIA American Medical Informatics Association offers many certificate programs 
through many different universities aimed at healthcare professionals. 
link to AMIA site 
 
Purpose of Program 
 This new program will prepare our undergraduates to function as fully capable 
software developers in any professional environment, but specifically tailor their skills to 
the healthcare information technology field.  Every student completing this program will 
have as rigorous and as broad an education in computer science as our computer science 
majors.  Graduates of the program will also learn medical terminology in an IT context, 
work with software, tools, and standards in IT specific to the healthcare field. They will 
build software systems for healthcare professionals and have the opportunity to intern 
with healthcare IT professionals working in the field. 
 
Ways program strengthens academic mission 
 John Carroll has a unique opportunity to help set standards and lead in the field of 
undergraduate healthcare IT education.  With our experience in piloting many of these 
courses and our established relationship with the Cleveland Clinic, the program, if 
approved, will quickly attain a level of maturity that cannot be matched in the near term 
by other universities in the region. The program will focus our students to succeed in a 
field that features three of the top ten largest employers in Ohio and resides in the top ten 
fastest growing jobs in Ohio through 2020 
 
Additionally, this program meshes well with the other healthcare initiatives underway at 
John Carroll. It will help further establish John Carroll’s stature as an institution 
committed to healthcare education for our students. 
 

b. Curricular Requirements – Course of study to complete program 
 
Rationale and justification for courses 
 The selection of courses meets two intersecting sets of criteria: teaching students 
the curricular material in computer science, and preparing them to apply that knowledge 
in the field of professional healthcare information technology. These criteria have come 
about through many conversations between our institutions over the last two and half 
years. 
 
To meet the first criteria, we require students in the program to complete all the 
requirements for a HC in computer science. 
 



To meet the second criteria, we compiled a list of healthcare IT topics that students 
should learn.  These topics will either be covered in new courses or integrated into 
existing courses. 
 HIPAA certification (CS 475HC) 

Students must gain an understanding of, and compliance with, the Health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. 

Healthcare Terminology (CS 475HC) 
Students must become familiar with a selected vocabulary of medical 
terminology to be better able to communicate with healthcare providers 

 Healthcare Information standards and formats (CS 312) 
Students must learn and interact with existing healthcare data standards 
such as HL7 (message protocol) and DICOM (Digital Imaging and 
Communications in Medicine) (Image formats).  

 Professional Healthcare software development environments (CS 470HC, CS478) 
Students need to understand the unique aspects of working in healthcare 
IT – including experiencing that development environment firsthand. 

 Developing a Healthcare Software System (CS 470HC, CS 478) 
Interaction with software clients is critical in all software development. 
Experiencing a large development, over time, with a healthcare provider 
as a client is critical to this program. 

 Appreciation for the healthcare field (HCIT electives CS 312, CS476) 
The skills needed to develop software can be applied in any area.  Students 
in this program must be able to “think like a healthcare provider” because 
in the long run, that is exactly what they will be doing. 
 

Note that students cannot double major in either Computer Science and HCIT or 
Computer Information Systems and HCIT.  
 
Prerequisites and sequencing of courses 
 This major is designed for undergraduates.  Any student accepted to this 
university can take classes and graduate with this major.  The first two years of this 
program are identical to the first two years for the Computer Science major and the 
Computer Information Systems major.  This computer core has three gateway courses 
which can be taken in any order, but the remaining portion of the core builds on that 
foundation toward a mini-capstone experience of CS 270 Software Development 
Practices.  The junior and senior years in the program consist of upper level classes, most 
of which can be taken in any order to allow for a greater selection of offerings by a small 
faculty.  Most of these courses are taught every other year, so students will either take 
them as juniors or seniors, depending on when they started the program.  The main 
exceptions to this are CS 478 Healthcare Technology Internship, which is to be taken in 
the Spring of the student’s junior year, and CS 470HC Software Engineering Healthcare 
Project, which is to be taken in the Fall semester of a student’s senior year. 
 This program is intended to be a four-year program that requires 1 additional 
course (3 additional credits) beyond a computer science degree. 
 
 



Courses for the Healthcare Information Technology Major 
Note: The new major will consist of all the courses currently required for a computer 
science major, with healthcare related classes to fulfill the CS electives in the major, 
variants of two required classes to emphasize healthcare concepts and issues, and 1 
additional class beyond those in the CS major. 
 
The Computer Science “Core” (to be completed in the first two years) 
MT 118, MT 122, MT 130, MT 135, MT 167 (or other MT course with dept. permission) 
CS 125  Introduction to Web Programming and Image Processing 
CS 128  Introduction to Software Application Development 
CS 128L Introduction to Software Application Development Laboratory 
CS 150  Database Systems 
CS 225  Advanced Web Design 
CS 228  Object-Oriented Design and Programming 
CS 242  Computational Modeling 
CS 270  Software Development Practices 
Note: The computer science core classes are required by both CS and CIS majors 
currently.  By adding HCIT majors we are leveraging existing courses effectively and 
giving our students extended time to determine which major is right for them. 
Healthcare Information Technology Major Requirements  
(To be completed in the 3rd and 4th years) 
CS 312  Healthcare Information Technology (3 credits)# 
CS 470HC Software Engineering Healthcare Project (3 credits)+ ^ 
CS 475HC Technical Writing in Healthcare IT (3 credits) + ^ 
CS 476  Systems Technology and Practices Seminar (3 credits)# ^ 
CS 478  Healthcare Technical Internship (with approval)(3 credits)# ^  
 (Note: CS312 and CS476 can be taken as electives for CS and CIS majors) 
#  new courses developed for the HCIT major 
+ existing CS courses tailored for the HCIT major 
^ courses already piloted  
 
Two Additional Courses from the list of HCIT supporting courses: 
EN 407  Writing About Our Health (3 credits)x 
CS 307   Bioinformatics (3 credits) x 
MT or CS XXX Big Data Analytics (course proposed by Dr. Victor Lee)(3 credits) 
SC 273   Public Health in U.S. Society (3 credits) x 

CS 479   Healthcare Mentoring Internship (by invitation only) (3 credits) 
CS 3XX-4XX  Any 300 or 400 level CS class (at most 1 of these) x 

 

x Denotes existing courses 
 
Students must also complete HIPAA certification and pass a comprehensive exam 
Courses for the Healthcare Information Technology Minor (25 credits) 
CS 125, CS 128, CS 128L, CS 150, CS 225, CS228, CS 312, CS 476; one of the 
following electives: SC 273, CS307, EN407 (Note: students must also complete HIPAA 
certification) 



 
Justification for the courses in the minor:   
 We anticipate that students taking the minor are interested in medical school and 
are looking to augment their major in a traditional pre-med field.  The minor will give the 
student enough background in programming, web development and database for them to 
effectively participate in the Healthcare Information Technology (CS 312) course and the 
Systems Technology and Practices Seminar (CS 476).  The support course will provide 
additional healthcare related context for the technology courses. The HIPAA 
certification, obtained by majors through the CS 475HC course, must also be completed 
by the minors to provide understanding of their ethical responsibilities in dealing with 
medical information. This minor is not open to CS, CIS or HCIT majors. 
 
Courses to be developed with timetable and mechanism for their development 
 All new required courses for this major have either already been developed and 
piloted, or will be by the end of the Spring semester of 2014. The only course listed as 
applicable to the major that has not been developed or piloted is the Big Data Analytics 
course, which has been proposed as a mathematics course in our department 
independently of its inclusion in the HCIT major. The creation and offering of this course 
will either occur or not on its own merits.  Those supporting and developing the HCIT 
major will offer support for this course. If it becomes an offering of the department, it 
will be included as an optional course for HCIT.  If it does not, then it will not be 
included in the new major. 
 
 The implementation plan for the HCIT major has a three-tiered approach:  What 
we are currently offering in the form of a healthcare IT track (Now), What we propose to 
offer as a Healthcare IT major (Soon), and Our goals for the program as it grows into a 
sustainable program at the university (Goal). 

 
Now:  (2010 – present)  
Healthcare Information Technology Track 

The track consists of taking all the requirements for either a CS or CIS major with 
variations on certain classes and specific courses to fulfill electives within the 
major.   
CS majors: 
 Upper-level electives: CS 312, CS475HC, CS476 
 Upper-level substitutions: take CS 470HC for CS 470 
 If qualified: CS 478* 
 
CIS majors: 
 Upper-level electives: CS 312, CS 476 
 Upper-level substitutions: take CS 470HC for CS 470 
          take CS 475HC for CS 475 
 If qualified: CS 478* 

  



* students not recommended by the HCIT Oversight Committee, or who are not 
selected through the Healthcare Institution interview process, must take an 
additional CS course at the 300 level or higher 

 
The Mathematics and Computer Science Department has been offering a 
Healthcare Information Technology track within the CS major since interim dean 
of Arts and Sciences, Beth Martin originally approved it in mid 2010.  Since that 
time we have piloted many of the courses in this proposal.  We have also had JCU 
student internships at the Cleveland Clinic in Spring of 2012 (Katie Ek), and the 
Spring of 2013 (Michael Ciancibello).  We also have two interns (Mark Creel and 
David Grace) accepted to the program for Spring of 2014, with a third (Mike) 
returning for a Mentoring Internship. We have also had three different software 
development projects over three years with an MD from the Cleveland Clinic as 
the client. We have piloted CS 476, with JCU CS alumni, Cleveland Clinic 
employees, and medical personnel from other institutions as guest speakers. We 
have had one person graduate with the Healthcare track (Katie Ek) and we will 
have another graduate this Spring (Mike Ciancibello). 
We present this information to make it clear that we not only have the capability 
to offer this program within our department, but that we have piloted several of 
the courses as part of the HCIT track.  
 

Soon: (Fall, 2014 -  
Healthcare Information Technology Major (initial) 

See “Courses” section above – contains the full proposal for the major. 
 
Differences between the proposed major and the current track: 
The major requires two additional courses, which adds academic rigor and a 
stronger healthcare informatics foundation. (The additional courses include a 
broader view of the field and an opportunity to tailor the program to a student’s 
specific interests.) From a reputation and commitment perspective, having a 
major, rather than a less visible “track” will distinguish John Carroll University 
and be viewed by college applicants and employers as more substantial, therefore 
leading to potential increases in enrollment. The curricular differences are: 
Major includes: 
 Implementation of the CS 312 Healthcare Information Technology course 

Previously, students in the HCIT track would have to substitute for 
this course.  The first pilot of this course will be the Spring 
semester of 2014 – prior to this the course was in development.  

 Inclusion of list of HCIT electives of which students must take two 
This list includes courses from around the university in other areas 
to give our students a balanced experience.  It also includes courses 
to be developed in Big Data Analytics and an Advanced Mentoring 
Internship.  This list also provides a mechanism for additional 
courses to be developed and included in the major. (See the Goal 
segment for suggestions for additional course development ideas 
for the “linked courses” concept from the new core.) 



 
By the end of the Spring semester 2014, all required courses for the HCIT major 
will be have provisionally developed and piloted. Note that many of these piloted 
classes were supported by having a visiting faculty in the department giving us 
the flexibility to develop them. 
 

Goal: (Hope to begin ramping up in Fall of 2015 or 2016) 
Healthcare Information Technology Major (sustainable) 
 

 One of the primary goals in the original development of this program was 
for it to be attainable with limited resources.  With this in mind, we have modified 
existing courses, augmenting them with HCIT content.  We have leveraged a 
Grauel fellowship at the Cleveland Clinic so that a JCU faculty member could 
learn aspects of  healthcare IT with hands-on experience.  This faculty member 
worked side-by-side with John Carroll students in the internship program under 
the tutelage of Jim Wetzel, as a cost-effective and valuable way to maintain 
currency in the field.  We have relied on CS program graduates in the healthcare 
field to come back and share their experiences with our current students.  In short, 
we have done everything possible to gain experience and expertise in the 
healthcare IT field with as small a budget as possible. 
 
 Once the program is up and running, we need to nurture it with a greater 
level of support. In particular, the program needs to hire a computer scientist to 
help cover the teaching load. We need to either hire a computer scientist with 
healthcare IT expertise, or a general computer scientist to teach CS classes while 
one (or more) existing CS faculty get extensive healthcare IT training.  (Or both.) 
The additional faculty member would also make supporting and sustaining three 
majors within the department realistic. We need to provide scholarships for 
Cleveland Clinic employees to take JCU classes in healthcare IT.  We need to be 
able to purchase healthcare related software to use in classrooms.  We need to 
develop new courses from scratch specifically for the Healthcare IT major.  
Finally, we have developed several hybrid courses – modifications to existing CS 
classes to incorporate healthcare information technology.  Our goal is to replace 
these hybrid classes with ones specifically developed the HCIT major.   
 
 Our plan is to implement the cost-effective major in the Fall of 2014. With 
support of the administration and the creation and approval of new courses in the 
major, evolve the program into this vision of a sustaining and sustainable HCIT 
program.  

 
Mechanism for approving new course for program 
 New courses for the major can either be developed from scratch for the program 
or be nominated for inclusion from existing courses taught at JCU in the Mathematics 
and Computer Science or other departments.  The HCIT oversight committee will 
evaluate these courses and determine whether to include them in an updated version of 
the major.  



 
 
 
 
 
 

c. Organization and administration of program 
 
Job description for director 
 This major will be housed entirely within the Mathematics and Computer Science 
department and administered as such. In that context a separate director will not be 
necessary. Within the department, an oversight committee consisting of department 
members approved by the chair will perform duties for the major. In particular, this 
committee will have 4 primary responsibilities: coordinating with the chair of the 
Mathematics and Computer Science department and the JCU Health Advisory 
Committee, interfacing with the healthcare institution partners, approving development 
and inclusion of new courses, and administering the internships for the program. One 
facet of this oversight is the evaluation and approval of students in the program for 
participation in the internship portion of the major. 
 
Recommended line of reporting 
 The committee will consist of at least two members of the computer science 
faculty within the department and at least one other member of the Mathematics and 
Computer Science department. The department chairman will appoint the members of the 
committee. One of the CS faculty members will chair the committee and report to the 
department chair. 
  
Structure of governance 
 The major is entirely housed within the Mathematics and Computer Science 
department. The structure of governance consists of the HCIT oversight committee and 
the department chair. 
  

d. Implementation timetable 
 
 The implementation timetable has a three-tiered approach detailed earlier in this 
section consists of the current status, the near-term plans, and the broader goals for the 
program. 
 Current Status: The program currently exists as a track in the computer science 
major.  For the past two and half years, we have been piloting courses and establishing 
internship programs. (2010-2014) 
 
 Near-term Plans: Convert the existing track into a major and solidify 
experimental, piloted courses into established, regularly offered courses. (beginning Fall, 
2014) 
 



 Broader Goals: Establish a sustaining program with specifically developed 
courses, targeted recruitment of undergraduate applicants, additional faculty, and institute 
an industry advisory group. The primary work of evolving the major from its initial state 
as proposed in this document will begin after the first year of the major and support from 
the administration has been put into place.  (beginning Fall, 2015 through the life of the 
program) 
Note: Regardless of the status of this proposed major, the Mathematics and Computer 
Science Department needs an additional CS faculty member just to teach the existing 
courses for the existing majors.  We anticipate that fulfilling this need with a new faculty 
member who had expertise in healthcare IT would be a win-win situation for all parties. 
 
Assessment plan – learning outcomes, anticipated method for assessment 
 The primary learning goals of this program are to produce software developers 
better capable of working in the healthcare IT field than traditional computer science 
majors. As such, students will have a functional knowledge of, and be able to apply that 
knowledge to, the following computer science principles and practices: 
 
 Fundamental logic constructs of computer programs 
 Data structures for the acquisition, organization, and retrieval of information 
 Professional software development tools, technologies, and practices 
 Generation and maintenance of all documentation associated with software 
  
 In addition, students will also have functional knowledge of, and be able to apply 
their knowledge of, the following healthcare IT principles and practices: 
 
 Healthcare IT standards and formats 
 Terminology unique to healthcare IT and healthcare environments 
 HIPAA – Healthcare Information Portability and Accountability Act 
 Understanding and ensuring data integrity standards 

Working in, and developing a significant software system in, the healthcare IT 
environment 

 
 We will measure the achievement of these learning goals through a learning 
assessment program developed in conjunction with the Assistant Provost for Institutional 
Effectiveness and the Mathematics and Computer Science department.  This assessment 
plan may include targeted surveys (not just course evaluations) for students, peer review 
(invitations for departmental colleagues outside evaluators into the classroom), and self-
evaluations using recorded lectures and classroom activities.  The primary tool for 
assessment of student learning outcomes will be a tailored comprehensive exam similar 
to the MFAT subject tests.   
 
Program evaluation plan – program outcomes, indicators of program success 
 This program will be evaluated based on the number of students entering John 
Carroll with the intent to major in HCIT, course evaluations, exit interviews at 
graduation, and alumni career tracking.  We will also meet and consult with our 
healthcare institution partners (initially the Cleveland Clinic) to annually evaluate the 



program, the quality and preparedness of the program interns.  In the long-term, we will 
establish an advisory board from healthcare IT professionals in the region to provide 
insight and input to the program.  We will also call on this body to evaluate the program 
formally in a periodic fashion and on a continuous basis, informally. 
 
Marketing and communication plan 
 A strong internal marketing facet of the program relies on an additional 
requirement of the JCU HCIT interns. They visit CS 270, the computer science core 
capstone class, relating their experiences to those sophomores taking the course.  This 
serves three purposes: 

1.) By presenting their internship experiences, the students solidify their 
knowledge and hone their skills speaking about healthcare IT. 

2.) The sophomores, who are learning about software development practices, get 
to hear about them, and ask related questions, from students applying them in 
the field. 

3.) It exposes the sophomores to an insider perspective of the internship program, 
and providing knowledge about the program. The sophomores can then 
explore their own interest level and decide whether to participate in the 
following academic year. 

 
Another primary component of the marketing plans is for John Carroll University host a 
two-week summer camp for high school students. The camp curriculum will consist of 
healthcare information technology. One week of the camp will take place on the John 
Carroll campus, exposing potential students to our institution.  The second week of the 
camp will take place at the Global Center for Health Innovations, adjacent to the new 
Cleveland Convention Center. We expect that the beneficial association between John 
Carroll and the Global Center, made evident in the advertisements and invitations for the 
camp will greatly raise awareness of this program.  Part of the camp will intersect with a 
10-week camp put on by the Cleveland Clinic for high school students.  We will use that 
overlap to emphasize the JCU-CCF connection, and to inform the students in the 
Cleveland Clinic camp of our institution in general and this program specifically.  
Funding for the first of these camps has already been secured and the future of this 
program will be evaluated after running the camp this summer. 
 
Another strong component of awareness about the program comes from the admissions 
officers being able to spread the word to prospective students about official major offered 
by the school.  Approval of this proposed major would also allow updating of JCU 
documentation and websites detailing the program.  We have every expectation that this 
new major will become a focal point for recruiting efforts. 
 
2. Administrative support – Chairs, Deans, AAVP planning and assessment, AAVP 

programs 
 
To be included in Appendix C 
 Chair of the Mathematics and Computer Science Department 
 Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences 



 Assistant Provost for Institutional Effectiveness 
 
Appendix A – Course Descriptions 
 
Computer Science interdisciplinary with Healthcare Information Technology 
 
Computer Science CORE First and Second year (Required for all computational majors) 
25 or 26 credits 
MT1XX Mathematics Course (MT 118, MT 122, MT 130, MT 135, MT 167 or  
     other approved by the department) (3 or 4 credits) 
 
CS 125  Introduction to Web Design and Image Processing (3 credits) 

Principles of website design and creation. Software applications such as 
Dreamweaver, Fireworks, and Flash are used to introduce students to HTML, 
cascading style sheets, templates, image processing, and animation. Students will 
use these tools to create their own website. 

CS 128  Introduction to Software Application Development (3 credits) 
Co-requisite: CS 128L. Fundamentals of computing with an emphasis on mobile 
technology. Utilizes a visual programming environment to design, build, and test 
mobile apps. Introduction to application development, inquiry-based simulation, 
rapid prototyping, incremental problem solving and graphical user interface 
programming. 

CS 128L  Introduction to Software Application Development Laboratory (1 
credit) 

Corequisite:CS128. Programming laboratory intended to provide hands- on 
experience in applying the programming concepts learned in CS 128. Experience 
in learning the process of program development, with emphasis on techniques for 
testing and debugging. 

CS 150 Database Systems (3 credits) 
Data modeling, database design, data definition and manipulation language 
(SQL), entity-relationship model, normal form. Relational database system 
software. Emerging topics such as XML and web data management. 

CS 225 Advanced Web Design (3 credits) 
Prerequisites: CS 125, CS 128, CS 150. Design and development of distributed 
Internet applications and dynamically generated websites. Integration of web and 
database technology. Exploration of popular web frameworks and APIs such as 
.NET, Google API’s, and AJAX. 

CS 228 Object-Oriented Design and Programming (3 credits) 
Prerequisite: CS 128. Prerequisite/co-requisite: MT 118 or MT 122 or MT 135 or 
MT 167. Continuation of CS 128 emphasizing the benefits of object-oriented 
languages: modularity, adaptability, and extensibility. Object-oriented 
programming concepts include objects, classes, methods, constructors, message 



passing, interfaces, inheritance, and polymorphism. 

CS 242  Computational Modeling (3 credits) 
Prerequisite: CS 228. Models for representing different aspects of software, 
including its structure, execution, and evolution. Topics include algorithm 
analysis and visualization, software models and simulation, UML diagrams, 
introduction to formal languages and automata, graph algorithms, software testing 
and coverage, and number representation. 

CS 270 Software Development Practices (3 credits) 
Prerequisite: CS 228. Prerequisite/ co-requisite: CS 242. Skills, tools, and 
techniques necessary for successful software engineering projects in a hands-on, 
project-oriented context. Students will work on development efforts that each 
focuses on a different set of tools and techniques. Topics include system design, 
UML diagrams, unit testing, system testing, continuous integration, refactoring, 
performance and optimization, acceptance testing, and code maintenance. 

Healthcare Information Technology Upper level course requirements (24 credits) 
CS 312 Healthcare Information Technology (3 credits) 

Prerequisite: CS 270. Explores development, tools, and technology specific to 
healthcare information. Examples include: the HL7 information protocol, 
electronic medical records, HIPAA issues and practices for developers. DICOMM 
standard for storage and manipulation of medical images, database storage, 
archiving and network requirements and protocols, security, data access, data 
maintenance, and backup practices and related software development issues. 

CS 328 Advanced Programming (3 credits) 
Prerequisite/co-requisite: CS 242. Advanced object- oriented programming: 
exceptions, threads, synchronization, serialization; Data Structures/Collection 
API’s. Introduction to algorithms and analysis of algorithms. Graphical User 
Interface APIs. 

CS 470HC Software Engineering Project (3 credits) 
Prerequisites: senior standing in the Healthcare Information Technology track, CS 
270, CS 312. Students in the Healthcare IT major will be required to develop a 
large software project related to Healthcare IT using the same methodologies and 
techniques as described in CS 470. 

Description for CS 470:  
Prerequisites: senior CS or CIS major, CS 270. Simulation of the environment of 
the professional software developer working in a team on a large software project 
for a real client or for an open-source community. Development teams will make 
widespread use of previously learned tools and techniques. Student developers 
will encounter a wide variety of issues that naturally occur in a project of scale, 
using their skills, ingenuity, and research abilities to address all issues and deliver 
a working, useful system. Traditional or Agile development methodologies. 



CS 475HC Technical Writing (3 credits) 
Prerequisites: participation in the Healthcare Information Technology major, CS 
228. Application of the written communication skills described in CS 475 to 
healthcare IT topics. In addition, HIPAA training and medical terminology will be 
covered and used in writing requirements. 

CS 476 Systems Technology and Practices Seminar (3 credits) 
Prerequisite: CS 270. Features a weekly guest speaker from the information 
technology profession, including the healthcare information technology field. The 
instructor will provide foundational material prior to each talk and analyze it with 
the class afterwards. Students will develop individual, self- designed projects 
based on a speaker’s topic. 

CS 478 Healthcare Technical Internship (3 credits) 
Prerequisites: junior standing in the Healthcare Information Technology track, CS 
470HC, and permission of department chair. Highly individualized, culminating 
experience for students in this track. Focuses on an information technology-
related challenge that has been designed and approved by the MT/CS faculty and 
a healthcare professional. 

Additional Courses Descriptions 
EN 407 Writing About Our Health (3 credits) 

Prerequisite: EN 250, 290, 300-304, or CO 225. Medical science writing, writing 
as healing, or other topics in health writing. 

CS 307 Bioinformatics (3 credits) 
Prerequisite: CS 128. The application of computational methods and principles to 
solve data-intensive and pattern-discovery problems in biology, especially 
molecular and systems biology, without prior knowledge of computer 
programming or college-level biology. Topics may include gene sequence 
assembly, sequence alignment, phylogenetic tree inference, gene expression, and 
protein interaction networks. 

MT XXX 
or CS XXX Big Data and Predictive Analytics (course proposed by Victor Lee) 
(description is taken from an informal proposal for the course by Dr. Lee) 

Prerequisite: CS 228 What is Big Data?  Why having rich data provides the 
opportunity to "learn" (or make good predictions) by identifying correlations.  
Deterministic data mining vs. Statistical learning, data mining algorithms: 
unsupervised learning, clustering, finding frequent patterns, machine learning 
algorithms, MapReduce/Hadoop programming paradigm, and randomization and 
ensemble learning 

 
SC 273 Public Health in U.S. Society (3 credits) 

Introduces basic concepts of public health and explores major public health issues 
in the United States. Central focus on health disparities regarding who becomes ill 
and inequalities of access to treatment due to stereotypes, racism, and social class. 



CS 479 Healthcare Mentoring Internship (by invitation only) (3 credits) 
For students who demonstrate exemplary performance in the CS 478 (healthcare 
internship) course, this course allows them to engage in a second internship 
providing guidance and leadership to the first-time interns.  This course is 
designed to provide continuity across internships and give the student invaluable 
experience mentoring and managing others.  By invitation of the internship 
sponsoring organization only. 
 

It is expected that as the program goes and transitions from the SOON configuration to 
the GOAL configuration, more and more varied courses will be added to this list.  
 
3. Appendix B – Budget Details 
 
 For the budget estimations/predictions, we obtained a report from Brian Williams, 
vice president for enrollment.  In the report, he has identified almost 50,000 students 
(high school juniors and seniors) nationwide and over 2,000 in Ohio, who have taken the 
ACT and expressed interest in such as Health records administration, health data systems 
management, and health computer info systems.  This level of prospective 
student demand is a good indicator of the level of students interested in medical related 
(and tech) related careers in our region and across the country that are not just focused on 
medical school.  We plan to market the program to this group of students.   
 Brian Williams further explains, “This ready population is a group we can target 
in marketing the move to an HCIT major.  But added to that, I believe that the alignment 
with the Cleveland Clinic, the development of a summer camp, the ready internships and 
success of our alumni working in the field tell a compelling and comprehensive story that 
will aid in marketing and promoting the program to students and attract them to campus. 
Until I might learn more about the program and curriculum and got through a full cycle 
promoting it properly it is always hard to exactly project how many students it might 
attract. But I fully support the aligning of IT and health care in our curricular offerings.” 
 We have also gotten an estimate from John Carfagno, based on his experiences 
with past John Carroll summer camp programs that potentially two of the 30 students 
participating in the summer will apply and attend John Carroll. 
 We also expect that if approved, the existence of the program, our ability to 
incorporate it into the ongoing student recruitment process, our partnerships with the 
Cleveland Clinic and the Global Center for Health Innovations, and simple word-of-
mouth will increase the awareness and participation in the program. 
 Further, we look at the graduation rates of students who have taken and projected 
graduation rates for students who are taking the Healthcare IT track: 2012(1), 2014(1), 
2015(2).  These students are all internal recruiting from within the computer science 
major. Additionally, we have seen incoming freshmen with interest in the program, and a 
significant increase in the number of prospective students meeting with Mathematics and 
Computer Science professors with an interest in the program. In the Fall semester of 
2013, we had four prospective students specifically ask to discuss the program with 
department faculty.  
 In addition to the basic budgetary considerations, there are two funding sources 
that have been/ will be pursued for this major.  We have secured $10,000-$20,000 to join 



HIMSS (Healthcare Information and Management Systems Society) innovations at the 
Global Center for Health Innovations (previously know as the “medical mart”) in 
conjunction with offering the healthcare IT summer camp.  We have also had preliminary 
discussions with Pamela George-Merritt, Director of Foundation Relations and Grant 
Writing at John Carroll. She has stated that this proposed major would be an ideal project 
to receive funding from two major Cleveland area foundations.  If this major attains 
university and faculty support, we will be submitting a funding request to these 
organizations. 
 
 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4
Tuition Revenue
Number of students* 4 6 8 10

Credit Hours** 12.5 12.5 12.5 12.5
Net Tuition per credit 40% dis. $633 $633 $633 $633

Revenue per student $7,913 $7,913 $7,913 $7,913
Total Tuition Revenue $31,650 $47,475 $63,300 $79,125

Expenses

Faculty compensation*** $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000
Fringe benefits (15%) $6,000 $6,000 $6,000 $6,000

Operating Expenses $8,500 $8,500 $8,500 $8,500
Total Expenses $54,500 $54,500 $54,500 $54,500

Net Income ‐$22,850 ‐$7,025 $8,800 $24,625

Operating Expenses
Marketing $3,000
Travel (conferences, meetings) $3,000

Supplies $500
Library budget $1,000

Capital equipment $1,000
$8,500

* Estimate described in text
** 50 total credits / 4 years
*** % salary for teaching HCIT  

 
4. Appendix C – Letters of Support 
 
Letters of support to be supplied 
  
 Dr. Jeanne Colleran, Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 
 Mr. Brian Williams, Vice President for Enrollment 
 Dr. Paul Shick, Chair, Mathematics and Computer Science 



  
  
 


